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ABSTRACT

We survey the current state-of-the-art in (commercial)

Product Data Management (PDM) systems. After identifying
the major functions of PDM systems, we indicate various short-

comings of the current PDM technology. An important short-

coming is in the representation and use of functions. We re-
view the functional representation literature in the context of

PDM technology. Systems management aspects of an engineer-

ing project is also commented on. We believe these two areas
are the next two challenges awaiting PDM technology in the near

future.

PRODUCT DATA MANAGEMENT

Product Data Management (PDM) systems are tools

that help engineers manage the data and the processes re-

lated to product development life cycle. As sophisticated

and automated design tools (e.g. CAD systems) became

available, the amount of data accumulated about the de-

signed artifact increased dramatically. PDM systems o�er

a technology to answer the need of managing such data.

PDM systems keep track of various product data that al-

ready exists in the enterprise in various forms. One can

view PDM systems as having meta-knowledge about the

product development life cycle. This meta-knowledge is in

the form of knowledge about product structure, processes,

and access/change management rules.

Basic (desired) functions of a PDM system are:
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� Design Release Management: the process of con-

trolling design data with an electronic vault with check-

in/check-out, release level maintenance, access security

and review and approval management. This function

encompasses the management of all forms of digital

product data|CAD �les, geometric models, images,

documents, etc.

� Product Structure Management: the ability to

de�ne, create, maintain, modify and display multiple

versions of the product structure, including design op-

tions and activities over the product data life cycle.

� Change Management: the ability to de�ne and

manage changes to product data over the life cycle.

Change Management is process oriented, de�ning the

events in the cycle of reviewing and approving changes.

� Classification: ability to classify parts by their struc-

ture, function or processes for manufacturing.

� Systems Management: usually perceived as the

use of project-oriented scheduling techniques with work

breakdown structures but which should be able to man-

age any facet of systems design (cost, quality, risk, in

addition to work ow).

� Impact analysis: the ability to detect the e�ects of

a design change to the overall product design life cycle.

Most of the commercially available (see the PDM infor-

mation center2) PDM systems provide the �rst three func-

tionalities and the classi�cation to a degree. The PDM sys-

tems are trying hard to have an edge in the market by con-

2http://www.pdmic.com
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centrating on the workow and their \document-centered"

view of the design process. That is, PDM systems view the

design process as managing documents (reports, drawings,

analyses, etc.) throughout the design life cycle through

a vaulting mechanism to facilitate making the right data

available to the right person at the right time. Although

this is a much needed functionality in practice the current

Product Data Management conceptualization has several

shortcomings.

SHORTCOMINGS OF PDM SYSTEMS

Ambiguous product representation

The PDM systems do not have a formal representation

of the product that unambiguously describes its function,

behaviour and structure. All systems can represent the En-

gineering Bill of Materials and the Manufacturing Bill of

Materials and usually leave the representation at that level.

Most of the valuable information about the products (func-

tion, behaviour, requirements, geometric representations,

etc.) stays buried in the \documents" the PDM system

is managing. This type of \deeper" and richer knowledge

does not come to the surface in the current PDM technol-

ogy. We will comment more on the function representation

later.

The product representation in the PDM systems must

be as thorough (at least consistent if not complete) as pos-

sible in order to answer \common sense" queries. One ap-

proach for such an approach is to use ontologies which are

agreed upon conceptualizations and de�nitions of the do-

main. By providing axioms in the de�nitions one can answer

common sense queries easily by reasoning on these axioms

(Fox 1993, Fox & Gruninger 1994, Bilgi�c, Chionglo, Fox,

Gupta, Gwidzka, Leizerowicz, Lin & Sen 1996)

PDM vendors are starting to see the importance of this

level of detail by promising using emerging international

standards (STEP) in the future. However, in order for

the PDM technology to tackle this problem it has to repre-

sent this \deeper" knowledge about products. Usually such

knowledge stays embedded in the CAD system. Using in-

ternational standards to better couple PDM systems with

the CAD systems is one path to follow.

Lack of impact analysis

PDM systems, by concentrating on workow and doc-

ument management, fall short in the analysis of the impact

of proposed changes. This analysis must be a key step in

the process.

This shortcoming is closely tied to the question of level

of representation mentioned above. Since PDM systems

mainly concentrate on managing documents and do not ex-

plicitly represent what is in those documents, they cannot

measure the impact of design changes. In order to mea-

sure such impacts one needs a more detailed representation

which gives rise to a constraint system (see for example the

UTKAD system (Bilgi�c et al. 1996)).

Lack of functional classi�cation

One of the major challenges to what PDM systems can

do is what is called the functional classi�cation. To capture

the product structure (i.e., the component hierarchy in dis-

crete manufacturing) is mostly not the biggest problem of

PDM systems. What is more important to know is what the

components are for! This requires notions of function and

behaviour and a classi�cation of products based on those

notions. This is not captured in any way with the current

PDM technology.

It is important to distinguish why there is a need to

represent functions. In many cases, one only requires a

classi�cation of the product by its functions. This is par-

ticularly the case when a certain product structure is going

to be reused for a new design. However, sometimes a repre-

sentation of function is required to ask \what if" questions

(e.g. what happens to the payload attached at the end e�ec-

tor if the shoulder joint provides a rotation of 60�?3. This

requires the ability to reason on functions.

The representation of functionality in design is a chal-

lenging and active research area. We give a very brief survey

of the area later in the paper emphasizing the objectives of

representation within the PDM framework.

Lack of reuse of design knowledge

Another shortcoming of the PDM technology is in

reusing engineering design knowledge. Once again, this is

closely tied to the level of representation and particularly

to the lack of functional representation.

Engineering design knowledge reuse is usually formu-

lated as a case-based reasoning or analogical reasoning prob-

lem. The main idea in case-based reasoning is to represent

a set of cases which encode design information (most im-

portantly lessons learned, successes and failures as well as

structural, functional, and behavioural representations) and

then when a new design problem appears to match it to the

case-base to �nd a \similar" solution, adapt the case for

the new problem at hand, and store the new case in the

case-base.

3It should be noticed that this question is more of a qualitative

nature than a question like `What is the e�ect of using a hydraulic

brake system on the end e�ector under given conditions?' which will

require a full-edge, quantitative simulation of the artifact.
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Although current PDM technology is capable of repre-

senting a at case library which is comprised of documents,

drawings and annotations, for most engineering work, this

level of detail is not su�cient to build engineering case-bases

(Maher, Balachandran & Zhang 1995).

Lack of complete systems management

PDM technology mainly concentrates on the workow

and attempts to manage the project schedule. This tem-

poral management is only one phase of the general systems

engineering framework. Particularly, resource (cost, capac-

ity, etc), performance (technical performance, quality, etc.)

and risk management are overlooked.

There is no doubt that providing for such management

tools calls for richer knowledge representation than that is

currently available in the PDM technology.

Another challenging aspect of the systems management

appears in the presence agent-based architectures. When

many human and/or software agents are collaborating in

engineering design problems the systems management prob-

lem becomes more complex. In this case, e�ective commu-

nication and timely noti�cation arise as critical components

of the systems management.

Extending/renewing the technology to perform better

systems management functionality is another hurdle await-

ing PDM technology in the near future.

REPRESENTATIONS OF FUNCTION

In this section we give a brief survey of approaches

to represent function in engineering design. Determining

a functional representation is usually possible using a top-

down approach. First, the overall task of the artifact is

identi�ed and then the overall function corresponding to

the overall task is decomposed into sub-functions (Pahl &

Beitz 1988, Prasad 1996). The resulting structure is called

the function structure.

It is important to identify why we need to represent

functions.

� classi�cation: In engineering design, sometimes there is

a need to store artifacts with respect to what they do.

In such a case, the function representation is part of

the product representation. It is another view of the

product information.

� �nding a design solution: Design search space is usually

traversed by function. The designer has a function in

mind and the conceptual stage of the design is domi-

nated by searching for the right concept which provides

the right functionality.

� design validation: When the aim is to validate a design

concept one can take a detailed simulation approach or

function sharing
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design solution
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Figure 1. A CLASSIFICATION OF FUNCTION REPRESENTATIONS

simply use qualitative simulation at the generic func-

tional level.

Each of these reasons requires a di�erent level of function

representation.

Among the many representations of function the fol-

lowing are outstanding for engineering design work: func-

tion as input/output (Pahl & Beitz 1988, Sturges(Jr.),

O'Shaughnessy & Reed 1993, Sturges, O'Shaughnessy &

Kilani 1996, Sasajima, Kitamura, Ikeda & Mizoguchi 1995),

function sharing (Ulrich & Seering 1988), value engineering

(Miles 1972), inuence diagrams representations (Sycara &

Navinchandra 1989, Sycara & Navinchandra 1992), bond

graphs (Karnopp & Rosenberg 1975, Finger & Rinderle

1989, Bracewell, Chaplin, Langdon, Li, Oh, Sharpe &

Yan 1996), function-behaviour-state (Umeda, Tomiyama

& Yoshikawa 1990, Tomiyama, Umeda & Yoshikawa 1993,

Umeda, Ishii, Yoshioka, Shimomura & Tomimaya 1996),

function-behaviour-structure (Gero 1990, Qian & Gero

1996), qualitative simulation (Kleer & Brown 1984, Forbus

1984).

Figure 1 depicts a summary of the appropriateness of

di�erent representations to various requirements for repre-

sentation.

It should be noticed that this classi�cation is not abso-

lute (i.e., input/output representation can be used in design

validation to a degree but qualitative simulation is a better

representation for that task.)

For PDM systems an input/output model for the pur-

poses of classi�cation seems appropriate. Further reasoning,

which requires richer representations are usually performed

on the CAD system.
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Table 1. PDM COMPARISON: MODELLING

Data Modelling

Meta Sherpa OPTEGRA Meta Work

phase II (Computer Phase Group

(SDRC) vision)

Abstraction ? ? ? ? ?

Time ? ? ? ? ?

Causality ? ? ? ? ?

Activities Simulation ? ? ? ? ?

Versions ? ? ? ? ?

BOM Y Y Y Y Y

Versions/revisions Y Y Y Y Y

Part & Constraints N N N N N

Product Requirements ? N N N N

Structure Y Y Y Y Y

Roles ? ? ? ? ?

Organization Responsibilities

and empowerment ? ? ? ? ?

Plans ? ? ? ? ?

Committed/Used ? ? ? ? ?

Continuous/

Resources Discrete ? ? ? ? ?

Pools/Individual ? ? ? ? ?

Resources N N N N N

Actual N N N N N

Cost Project N N N N N

Traceability ? ? ? ? ?

Quality Speci�cation ? ? ? ? ?

ISO9000 Y Y ? ? ?

Document Y Y Y Y Y

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS COMMERCIAL PDM SYS-

TEMS

We have reviewed some4 of the commercially available

PDM systems on several categories. This comparison is

given in Tables 1 and 2. The major categories of the com-

parison are Data Modelling, Query Processing, Analysis,

Design Management and administrative tasks which are all

claimed to be provided by commercial PDM systems. The

4We used the PDM Information Center Survey available from

http://www.pdmic.com/sur1ares.html and chose the systems with

more than 10% market share as indicated in that survey.

choice of sub-categories in each category is made so that we

can compare the PDM framework with the UTKAD system

we are developing at the University of Toronto.

Stemming from an inadequate representation of prod-

uct, project and organization knowledge, the shortcomings

of the current PDM technology alluded to earlier in the

paper is reected in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 2. PDM COMPARISON: OTHER AREAS

Meta Sherpa OPTEGRA Meta Work

phase II (Computer Phase Group

(SDRC) vision)

Query Processing

Parametric retrieval

Query retrieval Y Y Y Y Y

processing Deductive query

processing N N N N N

Case-based retrieval N N N N N

Analysis

Impact Analysis N N N N N

Analysis Cost Analysis N N N N N

Risk Analysis N N N N N

Design Mgmt.

Subscription

Information services Y Y Y Y Y

Distribution Change

noti�cation Y Y Y Y Y

Planning N N N N N

Scheduling N N N N N

Project Execution

Management (work ow mgmt.) Y Y Y Y Y

Work history Y Y Y Y Y

Product Version mgmt. Y Y Y Y Y

Management Constraint

propagation N N N N N

Concurrency N N N N N

Collaboration &

Negotiation N N N N N

Requirements

management N N N N N

Quality management N N N N N

Cost management N N N N N

Risk management N N N N N

Graphical

visualization Y Y Y ? Y

Data translation Y Y Y Y Y

STEP/EXPRESS Y ? ? Y ?

MRP (interface) Y Y Y Y Y

Interface DBMS Y Y Y Y Y

KQML/KIF

(inter-agent comm.) N N N N N

Image services Y Y Y Y Y

System

administration Y Y Y Y Y
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THE UTKAD SYSTEM

At the University of Toronto, we have been developing a

Knowledge Aided Design (UTKAD) system to support the

engineering design process. The full details of the UTKAD

system are given in (Bilgi�c et al. 1996). In this section we

briey summarise the UTKAD system from the viewpoint

of the categories we used in the PDM comparison empha-

sizing what has been achieved and avenues to pursue for

further research.

Main objectives of the UTKAD system are:

� Provide a representation that stores, integrates and

manages the various types of design knowledge. It is

important that engineers work in a common language

and representation so that their designs can be inte-

grated without conicts in the underlying semantics.

The representation should be able to model and repre-

sent information such as requirements, versions, design

rationale, etc. and have the ability of reasoning about

them.

� Provide a shared environment in which engineers can

explore space of alternative designs and communicate

their design in a uniformmanner into the shared design.

The environment should provide each engineer with a

private working space where the engineer can explore

his design in his own will while the work of di�erent en-

gineers can be integrated into the shared design through

a common protocol.

� Reuse past design knowledge, experience and lessons

learned in new design situations to reduce the overall

life cycle of the design.

� Manage the systems engineering process by providing

adequate communication and coordination capabilities,

in order to improve the productivity and quality of de-

sign process.

� Ease the access to and acquisition of information and

knowledge from the representation. Acquiring design

information/decisions is di�cult due to the barriers ex-

isting between engineers and computers. If the informa-

tion technology is to be a design process participant, it

must address the barriers to the adoption of technology

by engineers.

To achieve these goals, the TOVE ontologies5 on prod-

ucts, activities, organization, resources, cost, quality and

document are provided in a Knowledge Network which is

central to the system (see Figure 2). The Knowledge Net-

work incorporates a host of services like access management,

query management, constraint management which makes it

active (by way of a constraint network) and deductive (by

5TOVE ontologies are described in an on-line manual accessible

from http://www.ie.utoronto.ca/EIL/comsen.html. The same URL

also contains a link to the Ontolingua code for all TOVE ontologies.

KNOWLEDGE NETWORK

Systems Management

Agent

Case-Based

Retrieval

WWW interface EEN

Figure 2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE UTKAD SYSTEM

reasoning on the axioms of the de�nitions). Two subsystems

work on the Knowledge Network: the Case-Based retrieval

(to reuse engineering knowledge) (Bilgi�c & Fox 1996) and

the Systems Management Agent (SMA) (to manage di�er-

ent facets of the systems engineering process). The system

has a user interface written in Java which may be accessed

over the Internet and an Electronic Engineering Notebook

(EEN) interface to ease the acquisition and access to Knowl-

edge Network and other services.

CONCLUSIONS

The UTKAD system is developed to have a 'Y' for all

rows of Tables 1 and 2. However, it is a research prototype

and leaves much room for improvement. Deriving from the

UTKAD experience and the survey of the PDM technology

presented in this paper, we envision two major challenges

to the PDM technology in the near future:

� Richer knowledge representation on which impact anal-

ysis, case-based reasoning and functional classi�cation

modules can be built.

� Better systems management including cost, capacity,

quality, and risk management which is able to manage

various facets of the systems engineering in the presence

of software/human agents.
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